
SLUISHUIS
IT IS WITH A NEW AMBITIOUS PROJECT COMPLETELY BUILT ON WATER, THAT BESIX RED CHOSE TO 
ENTER THE NETHERLANDS. “SLUISHUIS” IS NOT JUST ANOTHER RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT IN 
AMSTERDAM. IT IS THE ILLUSTRATION OF BESIX GROUP’S MULTIDISCIPLINARY EXPERTISE FOR THE 
BENEFITS OF END-USERS. A TECHNICALLY AND ARCHITECTURALLY CHALLENGING PROJECT THAT 
RESULTS IN A COMPLETE NEW LIVING EXPERIENCE ON AND AROUND WATER.        

SLUISHUIS is a 39,000 m² residential development located 

on the IJ-bay in Amsterdam (Steigereiland-neighbourhood) 

offering 442 energy-neutral apartments. “More than a 

residential project, SLUISHIS is an integrated concept of life 

on water that creates a new living experience in Amsterdam”, 

states Thomas Veys, BESIX RED Country Director of The 

Netherlands. Next to the various apartment types - suiting 

with different buyer profiles - and the 400-meter-long 

promenade along the IJ, the project also offers 34 houseboat 

lots, 54 berths for pleasure crafts, and another 1,100 m² 

areas for catering facilities and retail space. 

With BESIX RED as the developer and BESIX Nederland 

being the contractor of the project, SLUISHUIS is a prime 

example of the success of BESIX GROUP’s synergy. 

Co-developed with strong local partner VORM, the new 

development also highlights another pillar of BESIX RED’s 

strategy: partnership. 

“Our presence in the Netherlands as well as our association 

with VORM are part of our geographical diversification 

strategy. When entering new countries, we usually partner up 

with local key players that have in-depth knowledge of the 

market and with whom to share our experience”, explains 

Thomas Veys.

As an urban developer, BESIX RED’s mission is to bring cities 

a new architectural and urban dimension. In other words, to 

identify tomorrow’s neighborhoods where to create long-term 

value for its inhabitants. With iconic architectures, ambitious 

concepts, sustainable developments and innovative services. 

SLUISHUIS is the evidence.

“Besides the complexity of building on water with piles up to 

60m deep, the project has been designed in order to allow 

boats to enter the courtyard through a large opening. In terms 

of construction, this involved additional technical skills to build 

a cantilever of 2 times 50-metre-long. Not to mention the 

two-storey underground carpark below water-level”, points 

out the Country Director. 

SUSTAINABILITY  

Designed by BIG, internationally renowned and climate 

concerned Danish architect Bjarke Ingels, and its local peer 

BARCODE architects, the building is harmoniously integrated 

in its current environment and creates a large gateway - 

as if opening sluice gates - from the river IJ towards the 

inner harbor of the city. On the embankment’s side, a wide 

staircase organized in between the greenery of the apartment 

terraces gradually rises towards the rooftop and offers 

passers-by a walkway.  

Consistent with BESIX RED’s sustainable strategy, various 

initiatives and techniques have been integrated in order to 

make SLUISHUIS a zero-energy building that performs -0,02 

in terms of Energy Performance, generating more energy than 

it will actually use. Next to sustainable building materials, the 

project features: 

 solar panels installed on the roof and one of the islands,  

 ground-coupled heat exchangers,  

 triple-glazed windows,  

 user-dependent space heating,  

 balanced ventilation, 

   and a heat recovery system connected to the showers’ 

discharges.  

+83%
OF THE RESIDENTIAL 
UNITS SOLD SO FAR TO 
INSTITUTIONAL INVESTOR 
BOUWINVEST AND ALMOST 
20% OF THE APARTMENTS 
LEFT TO PRIVATE OWNERS

442 
ENERGY-NEUTRAL 
APARTMENTS

“SLUISHUIS IS A ZERO-
ENERGY BUILDING THAT 
WILL PERFORM -0,02 
IN TERMS OF ENERGY 
PERFORMANCE.”

THOMAS VEYS, BESIX RED 
COUNTRY DIRECTOR OF THE 
NETHERLANDS

“The synergy within BESIX Group and the multidisciplinary 

expertise that we manage to bring together results in 

turning our vision into reality”, continues Thomas Veys. 

“Leveraging on our in-house extensive know-how coming 

from our different entities (such as marine works, engineering, 

infrastructure, ….) enables us to optimize the development 

plans. As a result, we proposed to the city a program of 

technical, architectural and conceptual high quality”, adds 

Stijn van de Sande, Commercial Director Buildings BESIX 

Nederland.  

“The City of Amsterdam was immediately convinced of the 

concept and the architecture”, adds T. VEYS, mentioning that 

already 83% of the residential units have been acquired by 

institutional investor BOUWINVEST and almost 20% of the 

apartments left by private owners.  

“SLUISHUIS is one of the most iconic projects BESIX 

RED has developed so far. It is an exemplary project that 

not only teaches us a lot for future developments but also 

demonstrates our expertise on the technical level as well as 

our vision in terms of sustainability and living experiences”, 

concludes Thomas Veys.  
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